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Abstract
For a graph G let RM(G) be the smallest integer R, if it exists, such that every coloring
of the edges of KR by an arbitrary number of colors implies a subgraph of KR isomorphic to
G that is either monochromatic or has the property that no two of its edges have the same
color. We generalize the theorem r(nK2; n− 1) = n2 − n+2, where r(nK2; n− 1) is the Ramsey
number for n matchings in an (n − 1)-coloring of the complete graph. Namely, we prove that
RM(nK2)= r(nK2; n− 1)= n2− n+2. In addition, we generalize the theorem r(nK2; 2)= 3n− 1
by considering colorings with three and 6ve colors. Several further possible generalizations for
hypermatchings in hypergraphs are suggested. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 05C55
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1. Introduction
For the graphs {Gi}si=1 ,we denote by r(G1; G2; : : : ; Gs) the corresponding Ramsey
number, which is de6ned to be the smallest integer t such that every s-coloring of
the edges of Kt implies the existence of a color i for which there is a monochromatic
subgraph of Kt isomorphic to Gi in color i. If Gi =G for every i, then we will denote
r(G1; G2; : : : ; Gs) by r(G; s). A matching is a graph that consists of n copies of K2 for
some positive integer n and is denoted by nK2. In this paper we generalize some known
results concerning Ramsey numbers for matchings and ask the corresponding questions
for hypermatchings. First, we state the known theorem about Ramsey numbers for
matchings.
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Theorem 1.1 (Cockayne and Lorimer [3]). If ns¿ns−1¿ · · ·¿n1; then
r(nsK2; ns−1K2; : : : ; n1K2) = ns + 1 +
s∑
i=1
(ni − 1):
In this paper we will generalize the following two corollaries of Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.2. r(nK2; s)=2n+(s− 1)(n− 1); in particular; r(nK2; n− 1)= n2− n+2.
Corollary 1.3. r(nK2; 2) = 3n− 1.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we generalize Corollary 1.2; and
in Section 3, we consider colorings with three and 6ve colors and generalize
Corollary 1.3. We conclude with Section 4, where we pose the corresponding problems
for hypermatchings.
2. Coloring with an arbitrary number of colors
For a graph G let RM(G) be the smallest integer R, if it exists, such that every
coloring of the edges of KR by an arbitrary number of colors implies a subgraph of
KR isomorphic to G that is either monochromatic or has the property that no two of
its edges have the same color. A graph with the property that no two of its edges have
the same color is known in the literature as a totally multicolored, polychromatic, or
rainbow graph. From the Erdo˝s–Rado Theorem [4, p. 129], the number RM(G) exists
if and only if G is acyclic. Moreover, it is obvious that if G is a graph with n edges
and RM(G) exists, then r(G; n− 1)6RM(G).
We will see in Theorem 2.1 that if G= nK2; then r(G; n− 1) =RM(G). We denote
by ab an edge incident to vertices a and b, and we denote the set of vertices of a
graph G, by v(G).
Theorem 2.1. For every positive integer n; RM(nK2) = r(nK2; n− 1) = n2 − n+ 2.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, 6rst we show that RM(nK2)¿n2 − n+ 2 by depicting
an (n−1)-coloring of the edges of Kn2−n+1 by the colors 1; 2; : : : ; n−1 which avoids a
monochromatic and a rainbow copy of nK2. Partition the vertices of Kn2−n+1 into n−1
sets, B1; B2; : : : ; Bn−2; Bn−1, where |B1|=2n−1 and |Bi|=n−1 for i=2; 3; : : : ; n−1. Color
the edges of the graph induced by Bi with color i, and if i¡ j, color the edges that
join Bi and Bj by color j. It is easy to see that this coloring avoids a monochromatic
and a rainbow copy of nK2.
Next we prove the reverse inequality. It is easy to check that RM(K2)62, and
RM(2K2)64. We will show that RM(3K2)68 and then proceed by induction on n. In
any coloring of K8 consider four independent edges u1v1; u2v2; u3v3 and u4v4. W.l.o.g
we can assume that u1v1 and u2v2 are red, and u3v3 and u4v4 are blue; otherwise, the
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proof is complete. Any new color joining a vertex from {u1; v1; u2; v2} and a vertex
from {u3; v3, u4; v4} will result in a rainbow 3K2. Thus, we can assume that all the 16
edges that join {u1; v1; u2; v2} and {u3; v3, u4; v4} are either red or blue. If the 4-cycle
u1u3v1v3 has three edges of the same color or two opposite edges of the same color,
then we get a monochromatic 3K2. Hence w.l.o.g. we can assume that u1u3 and u1v3
are both red and v1u3 and v1v3 are both blue. Now examine the edge u3u2. A new
color forces a rainbow 3K2 and a blue forces a blue 3K2, so it must be red. Finally,
any color choice for the edge v3v2 forces either a monochromatic or a rainbow 3K2.
Assume that RM((n − 1)K2)6(n − 1)2 − (n − 1) + 2, and consider a coloring of
Kn2−n+2 by an arbitrary set of colors, say, C. If |C|6n − 1, then by Corollary 1.3,
Kn2−n+2 contains a monochromatic copy of nK2. Hence, we can assume |C|¿n. Choose
n representative edges from Kn2−n+2, where each edge is colored by a diJerent color.
Denote by H , the graph induced by the representing edges and let d denote the number
of its vertices. Also denote by M the complete graph induced by the vertices that do
not belong to H . We can choose the representative edges such that the number of K2’s
that are connected components in H is maximal. If d=2n, then the proof is complete.
Hence, we can assume that d62n − 1 and that there are edges in H that are not
connected components. An important fact used in the proof is that by the maximality
of H , the set of colors used in M is a subset of the set of colors used in H ; moreover,
the colors of the edges that are not connected components in H are not used in M
and hence the number of colors in M is at most n− 2.
Case 1: d62n− 2
Since the number of vertices in M is atleast n2−n+2−(2n−2)=(n−1)2−(n−1)+2,
and in view of the fact that the number of colors in M is at most n− 2, we can apply
the inductiion hypothesis to M to 6nd in M a monochromatic copy of (n− 1)K2. We
can add one more edge from H to obtain the desired copy of nK2.
Case 2: d= 2n− 1
The graph H has 2n − 1 vertices and since it has n edges, the sum of its degrees
is 2n. These facts determine the structure of H up to isomorphism. Let the vertices of
H be denoted by x1; x2; : : : ; xn−2; y1; y2; : : : ; yn−2; u; v; w and let the edges of H be xiyi
for i=1; 2; : : : ; n− 2 and uv and vw. We can assume that for i=1; 2; : : : ; n− 2 each of
the edges xiyi is colored by color i, the edge uv is red, and the edge vw is blue. Thus
C = {1; 2; : : : ; n − 2; red; blue} ∪ N , where N is the set of colors not used in H . Note
that since the set of colors used in M is a subset of {1; 2; : : : ; n− 2}, no color from N
is used in M: Thus, if N = ∅, then its colors appear only on edges that join a vertex
from H with a vertex from M .
Because of the maximality of H , the colors of the edges that join u to a vertex
in M belong to the set {1; 2; : : : ; n − 2; blue} and the colors of the edges that join w
to a vertex in M belong to the set {1; 2; : : : ; n − 2; red}: If all the edges uz, where
z ∈M are colored by a color from the set {1; 2; : : : ; n − 2}, then we can apply the
induction hypothesis to the graph induced by v(M) ∪ {u}. Since the number of colors
in this graph does not exceed n − 2, it contains a monochromatic copy of (n − 1)K2
in color i, where i∈{1; 2; : : : ; n − 2}. Adding to this copy the edge xiyi, we obtain
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a monochromatic copy of nK2 in color i. Similarly, if all the edges wz, where z ∈M
are colored by a color from the set {1; 2; : : : ; n− 2}, then we can apply the induction
hypothesis to the graph induced by v(M) ∪ {w}. Since the number of colors in this
graph does not exceed n−2, it contains a monochromatic copy of (n−1)K2 in color i,
where i∈{1; 2; : : : ; n− 2}. Adding to this copy the edge xiyi, we get a monochromatic
copy of nK2 in color i.
Thus, we can assume that there is a vertex z1 ∈M such that uz1 is colored blue, and
a vertex z2 ∈M such that wz2 is colored red. Since z1 = z2, contradicts the maximality
of H , we will assume z1 = z2 and denote this vertex by z. Let t be an arbitrary vertex
in M distinct from z. By the maximality of H , the edge wt has to be colored by a
color from the set {1; 2; : : : ; n−2 }, and w.l.o.g. we can assume that this color is 1, the
color of the edge x1y1. Let M1 be the graph induced by (v(M)−{t})∪ {x1; y1}. By
the maximality of H , the edges that connect x1 to M1 and y1 to M1 must be colored
by a color from the set {1; 2; : : : ; n − 2}. Thus, M1 is colored by colors from the set
{1; 2; : : : ; n− 2}. In view of the fact that the number of colors used in M1 is at most
n−2, we can apply the induction hypothesis to M1 to 6nd in M1 a monochromatic copy
of (n− 1)K2. We can add one more edge from the set {wt}∪ {xiyi | i=2; 3; : : : ; n− 2}
in order to obtain a monochromatic copy of nK2. The color of this edge is determined
by the color of the monochromatic copy of the (n− 1)K2 contained in M1. If we need
to add an edge in color 1, then we add the edge wt, and if we need to add an edge
in a color from the set {2; 3; : : : ; n− 2};then we add the corresponding edge from the
edges xiyi for i = 2; 3; : : : ; n− 2.
3. Coloring with three colors and ve colors
We start with a generalization of Corollary 1.3 that involves a 3-coloring of the
complete graph.
Theorem 3.1. For every 3-coloring of the edges of K3n−1; where n¿3; there is a copy
of nK2 such that either all of its edges are monochromatic or it contains three edges
whose colors are distinct.
Proof. By induction on n. It is easy to check the result for n = 3. So assume that
it holds for n, and consider a 3-coloring of K3n+2, where n¿3. We can assume that
there are two distinct edges having a vertex in common, say, uv and vw, that are
colored by two distinct colors. Apply the induction hypothesis to the graph induced by
v(K3n+2)−{u; v; w} to obtain a copy of nK2 such that either its edges are monochromatic
or it contains three edges whose colors are distinct. If it contains three edges whose
colors are distinct, then we can add any edge that is disjoint from the copy of nK2,
and the proof is complete. Otherwise, the copy of nK2 is monochromatic. If its color
is the same as one of the colors of uv or vw, then we can add one of these edges
to get a monochromatic copy of (n + 1)K2. Otherwise, the color of the copy of the
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nK2 is distinct from the colors of uv and vw. Consider the graph induced by the
vertex set v(K3n+2)− v(nK2)− {u; v; w}. Since n¿3, this graph has at least one edge,
say ab. If the color of ab is the same as the color of the nK2, then the proof is
complete. Otherwise, w.l.o.g. its color is the same as the color of uv. By combining
ab with vw and with an edge from the copy of the nK2, we obtain a copy of 3K2,
representing all three colors. This copy can be easily completed to obtain the desired
copy of (n+ 1)K2.
Next, we consider 5-colorings. Fractional Ramsey numbers for graphs were intro-
duced in [2] and further investigated in [5]. For a given graph G, the fractional Ramsey
number R(G; ( st )) is the smallest integer r such that every s-coloring of Kr contains
a copy of G which is colored by no more than t colors. Clearly, if t = 1, then the
de6nition reduces to the traditional de6nition of a Ramsey number. Along similar
lines we introduce a new type of Ramsey number which generalizes fractional Ramsey
numbers.
Denition 3.2. Let S= {S1; S2; : : : ; Sk} be a set of subsets of {1; 2; : : : ; m} and let G
be a graph. Denote by r(G;S) the smallest integer t such that every coloring of Kt
by colors from the set {1; 2; : : : ; m} contains a copy of G, which is colored by colors
from a single set Si for some i with 16i6k.
We will be interested in the particular case t = 5, with the set of subsets:
F={{1; 3}; {1; 4}; {1; 5}; {2; 3}; {2; 4}; {2; 5}; {3; 4; 5}}. Since every {1; 2}-coloring of
Kr that avoids a monochromatic copy of a graph G is also a {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}-coloring
of Kr that avoids a copy of G colored by colors from a single set from F, it fol-
lows that r(G; 2)6r(G;F). Moreover, in view of the partition {{1}; {2}; {3; 4; 5}} of
{1; 2; 3; 4; 5} it follows that r(G;F)6r(G; 3). However, we believe that in some cases
r(G; 2) = r(G;F), and hence generalizations of theorems concerning r(G; 2) would
follow. In particular, since r(nK2; 2) = 3n− 1, we conjecture the following:
Conjecture 3.3. For every positive integer n; r(nK2; F) = 3n− 1.
Theorem 3.4. If n= 2; 3; 4; then r(nK2; F) = 3n− 1.
Proof. The theorem was con6rmed by manual checking.
We were unable to aMrm Conjecture 3:3 for n¿ 4; however, we were able to prove
Theorem 3.6 which is a weaker generalization of ‘r(nK2; 2)=3n−1’. We proceed with
a lemma. For s¿ t, denote by Ks\Kt the complete graph on s vertices after deleting
the edges of a complete graph on t vertices.
Lemma 3.5. For n¿2; every 2-coloring of the edges of K3n−1\Kn contains a mono-
chromatic copy of nK2.
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Proof. Proof by induction on n. It is easy to check the case of n= 2, so assume that
the lemma holds for n − 1 and consider a 2-coloring of the edges of K3n−1\Kn. Let
the colors be red and blue and let the vertices of the deleted edges of Kn be denoted
by x1; x2; : : : ; xn. If there are two vertices u and v in K3n−1\Kn such that for some i,
the edge xiu is red and the edge xiv is blue, then consider the graph induced by the
vertex set v{K3n−1\Kn} − {xi; u; v} which contains K3(n−1)−1\Kn−1 as a subgraph. We
can apply the induction hypothesis to obtain either a red or a blue copy of (n− 1)K2.
Adding to this copy either the edge xiu or the edge xiv, respectively, results in a
monochromatic copy of nK2. Hence we can assume that for each i, all of the edges
that are incident with a given xi have the same color.
If this color is the same for each i, then we can pick n vertices in K3n−1\Kn, say
y1; y2; : : : ; yn; and the edges xiyi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and get a monochromatic copy of
nK2. Hence we can assume that there are i and j such that all the edges that are
incident with xi are red and all the edges that are incident with xj are blue. Thus there
is a vertex w in K3n−1\Kn such that xiw is red and xjw is blue. Let Kn+1 be the graph
induced by v(Kn)∪{w}. Since K3n−1\Kn+1 contains the graph K3(n−1)−1\Kn−1, we can
apply the induction hypothesis to obtain either a red or a blue copy of (n − 1)K2.
Adding to this copy either the edge xiw or the edge xjw, respectively, results in a
monochromatic copy of nK2.
Theorem 3.6. Let n¿ 1. For every coloring of the edges of K3n−1 with colors from
the set {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}; one of the following is satis7ed:
(a) There are two adjacent edges colored by two distinct colors from the set {3; 4; 5}.
(b) There exists a copy of nK2 all of whose edges are colored by colors from one
of the following sets: {1; 3}; {1; 4}; {1; 5}; {2; 3}; {2; 4}; {2; 5}.
Proof. Proof by induction on n. By Theorem 3.4 the theorem holds for n = 2; 3.
Assume that it holds for n − 1; and consider a {1; 2; 3; 4; 5}-coloring of the edges of
K3n−1. Suppose that (a) does not hold; thus no two adjacent edges are colored by
two distinct colors from the set {3; 4; 5}. Then the vertices can be partitioned into
three subsets: A — the vertices that are incident to edges that are colored in a color
from {1; 2; 3}, B — the vertices that are incident to edges that are colored in a color
from {1; 2; 4}, and C — the vertices that are incident to edges that are colored in a
color from {1; 2; 5}. Since atleast one of the subsets, say C, has cardinality at most n,
and since the edges that join vertices from two distinct subsets can be colored only
by either color 1 or color 2, we can delete C and the remaining graph will contain
a copy of K3n−1\Kn all of whose edges are colored by {1; 2; 3; 4}. Identifying color
1 with color 3 and identifying the color 2 with color 4, we obtain a 2-coloring of
the edges of K3n−1\Kn by the colors 3 and 4. Applying Lemma 3.5, we obtain a
copy of nK2 all whose edges are colored by colors from one of the following sets:
{1; 3}; {1; 4}; {1; 5}; {2; 3}; {2; 4}; {2; 5}.
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4. Hypermatchings
Let r and mbe two positive integers, where m6r, and let K (m)r denote the complete
uniform m-hypergraph on r vertices. Further, denote by nK (m)m the hypergraph consist-
ing of n disjoint m-hyperedges. For m = 2, K (2)r is simply Kr and nK
(2)
2 is nK2. The
hypergraph nK (m)m consists of n m-hypermatchings. The de6nitions of r(G1; G2; : : : ; Gs)
and RM(G), where {Gi}si=1 and G are m-hypergraphs are analogous to those of graphs.
However, the handling of hypergraphs is much more diMcult. The proof of the fol-
lowing theorem appears in [1] and uses topological tools.
Theorem 4.1. If n; m and s are positive integers; then
r(nK (m)m ; s) = (s− 1)(n− 1) + nm:
We conclude with two open problems that are the analogs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1
for hypergraphs.
Problem 4.2. Is it true that for every positive integer n and every integer m¿ 2,
RM(nK (m)m ) = r(nK
(m)
m ; n− 1) = n2 − 3n+ 2 + nm?
Problem 4.3. Is it true that in every 3-coloring of the hyperedges of K (m)3n−1, where
n¿m+1, there is a copy of nK (m)m such that either all of its hyperedges have the same
color or it contains three hyperedges with distinct colors?
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